THINGS TO DO
Cameron Highlands Resort, surrounded by breathtaking
scenery, lush rolling hills, Tudor-styled cottages and with a
view of the 18-hole golf course, is perfectly situated for
explorations and invigorating countryside hikes.
Please contact Guest Services for advanced reservations

SIGNATURE PICNIC EXPERIENCE
Take an intimate stroll through lush tea bushes on a private
appreciation tour on the cultivation of tea. Discover first hand
the intricate process that transforms tea leaves into a delicate
brew that tantalises the palate. On a verandah overlooking
magnificent tea filled valleys, savour exquisite blends during an
exclusive tea tasting with your personal guide. The highlight of
this tea journey is a sumptuous picnic spread laid out al fresco in
the heart of the tea plantation, allowing guests a panoramic view
of the lush tea valley.
Depart from reception at 10:00am | Tuesday to Friday | Duration is
approximately 3-4 hours | Subject to weather conditions &
discretion of BOH Tea Plantation | Advanced reservation required
| RM850 nett per couple inclusive house wine or RM950 nett per
couple inclusive sparkling wine

JIM THOMPSON MYSTERY TRAIL
A delightful trail for nature lovers and bird watching
enthusiasts, with White-Throated Fantails, several Bulbul and
Sunbird species along with other birds commonly encountered in
this region. This is our very own trail where you will be taken on a
step by step journey by our resident naturalist. It begins at Parit
Falls and continues along a delightful trail that reveals the many
species of fauna, flora, fungi and insects including historical
sites such as Slim School and All Souls Church, where Jim
Thompson was last seen. travel tip: long trousers, long/short
sleeved top, sun hat, comfortable covered walking shoes and
mosquito repellent recommended.
Please refer to Reception for timing | Monday to Saturday |
Duration is approximately 2 hours | Difficulty: 1.5 – relatively
gentle trek | Maximum 10 persons per trip | Not suitable for
children aged 10 years and below | Subject to weather conditions |
Advanced reservation required | Complimentary
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MURDER MYSTERY IN THE MISTY MOUNTAINS
This exclusive whodunit unravels an exciting plot which exists
nowhere else. Set in the 1960s, the murder mystery event features
Jim Thompson, the legendary American businessman known as the
Thai Silk King, who mysteriously disappeared while holidaying at
the Moonlight Bungalow in Cameron Highlands in March 1967.
The experience begins to build two weeks before the event, when
guests receive their invitations and briefing kits, giving ample time
to plan their assigned character's persona and outfits. Whether
for small party on a celebrative weekend, a corporate getaway or a
company brainstorming icebreaker, this experience makes a fresh
and exciting event, bound to invoke raucous bouts of laughter
and inspiration. inclusions: event management, a signature murder
plot, printed collaterals, candid photography and prize awards.
Half day or full day event | Minimum 20 persons, maximum 60
persons per session | Subject to availability | 3 weeks advanced
reservation required | Price upon request

THE ORGANIC CULINARY JOURNEY
Our talented chef and the farmer will lead you through the
undulating plots of vegetable beds, sharing the intricacies of
organic farming methods and labour of love that went into
nurturing each crop. Our chef will conduct a cooking
demonstration in a rustic, open kitchen at the farm using freshly
harvested vegetables to prepare a three-course meal for sampling
that is bursting with natural goodness. Enhance your culinary
experience with a rejuvenating 50-minute massage for an
additional fee upon your return. inclusions: introduction to
organic farming methods, ingredients, cooking demonstration,
food tasting, recipes and certificate.
Breakfast at the Dining Room is recommended at 8.30am before
departure to the farm at 10.00am | Monday and Saturday |
Duration is approximately 5 hours | Minimum 2 persons, maximum 6
persons | Subject to weather conditions | Advanced reservation
required | RM350 nett per person exclusive alcohol, RM400 nett
per person inclusive house wine or RM450 nett per person
inclusive sparkling wine
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TEA APPRECIATION EXPERIENCE
Delve into the fascinating world of tea with an exclusive guided
visit to the local tea plantation. Explore its factory and
processes before enjoying a private tea tasting session to
discover the sublime sensory experience of tea, from appreciating
different aromas and subtle flavours to their lingering
aftertaste. The experience ends at the plantation’s open-air café
with a proper brew and stunning views of the tea gardens.
Depart from reception at 10:00am | Daily | Duration is
approximately 4 hours | Subject to weather conditions | Advanced
reservation required | RM200 nett per adult | RM180 nett per
child

CAMERON HIGHLANDS LEISURE TRAILS
A fascinating tour that introduces the many different and unique
varieties of vegetables, flowers, roses, strawberries and cacti
grown in the Highlands. Explore Sam Poh Temple, the oldest
Buddhist temple in the area, a market square, rose garden,
strawberry and vegetable farms and venture into an intriguing
world of butterflies and honeybees. travel tip: long trousers,
long/short sleeved top, sun hat, comfortable covered walking
shoes and mosquito repellent recommended.
Depart from reception at 9:00am and 2:30pm | Daily | Duration is
approximately 3 hours | Minimum 2 persons, maximum 8 persons per
trip | Not suitable for children aged 12 years and below | Subject
to weather conditions | Advanced reservation required | RM100
nett per adult | RM70 nett per child
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TRAILS TO POS RANTAU – AN ORANG ASLI VILLAGE
A trip to Cameron Highlands would not be complete without a visit
to Pos Rantau, an Orang Asli village. The tour will cover one of
the oldest Semai tribal villages in Cameron Highlands, affording
you a glimpse of the Semai lifestyle, their history, beliefs and
intricate relationship with their natural surroundings. Witness
blowpipe and craft demonstrations of traditional skills passed
down over generations. Sights along the way are Bertam Valley,
the largest Chinese farming village, a potted flower nursery and
spectacular farm and village views. travel tip: long trousers,
long/short sleeved top, sun hat, comfortable covered walking
shoes and mosquito repellent recommended.
Depart from reception at 2:30pm | Daily | Duration is
approximately 5 hours | Minimum 2 persons, maximum 6 persons |
Not suitable for children aged 12 years and below | Subject to
weather conditions | Advanced reservation required | RM200 nett
per adult | RM150 nett per child

NOCTURNAL JUNGLE TREKKING ADVENTURE
This trail presents another face of the jungle, at dusk when the
sun is about to set, and it becomes a different world. Your vision
will acclimatise to the changing light, your senses will be
heightened and you will be able to experience the night flora that
blooms along the trail, listening to the call of the cicadas and the
cry of the jungle caller. While the night owl and mountain goat
are highly elusive creatures, one might be able to catch a glimpse
as they come out to feed at this time. travel tip: long trousers,
long/short sleeved top, jacket, comfortable covered walking
shoes and mosquito repellent recommended.
Depart from reception at 7.30pm | Daily | Duration is
approximately 2 hours | Difficulty: 2 – moderate exertion with
difficult stages | Minimum 2 persons, maximum 4 persons | Not
suitable for children aged 12 years and below | Subject to
weather conditions | Advanced reservation required | RM150 nett
per person
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TEA PLANTATION & GUNUNG BRINCHANG TRAILS
Take in the spectacular flora and fauna on this beautiful and
stimulating walk. Reach the highest point standing at 2,000
metres above sea level and be rewarded with unforgettable
panoramic views across lush towering peaks. Enjoy the cool, crisp
Highlands air in a mysterious world of deep jade green with the
soothing sounds of cicadas and birds in the background. See how
a conventional open Chinese farm has adapted its traditional
small farming methods before visiting the BOH tea plantation for
an insight into the tried and tested methods of tea making in
Cameron Highlands. travel tip: long trousers, long/short sleeved
top, sun hat, comfortable covered walking shoes and mosquito
repellent recommended.
Depart from reception at 9:00am | Daily except Monday | Duration
is approximately 4 hours | Minimum 2 persons, maximum 6 persons |
Not suitable for children aged 12 years and below | Subject to
weather conditions | Advanced reservation required | RM200 nett
per adult | RM150 nett per child

SAM POH TEMPLE TRAIL
Start off from our hotel and follow the golf course perimeter to
Arcadia to access a jungle path leading to Sam Poh Temple, the
oldest Chinese temple in the highlands. With three steep descents
at the end, the trail is suited for those who enjoy challenging
terrains. Spot a variety of wild flora and fauna such as
rhododendron singapura, wild ginger, begonia and wild palm trees
along the way. travel tip: long trousers, long/short sleeved top,
sun hat, comfortable covered walking shoes and mosquito
repellent recommended.
Depart from reception at 9:30am | Daily | Duration is
approximately 2.5 hours | Difficulty: 2.5 – steep climbing with
challenging stages | Minimum 2 persons, maximum 6 persons | Not
suitable for children aged 12 years and below | Subject to
weather conditions | Advanced reservation required | RM150 nett
per person
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GUNUNG BRINCHANG TRAIL
This trail takes you to the summit of the highest peak in the
Highlands. While it is an adventurous trail, more suitable for the
fit who enjoy a challenging climb, the peak of Gunung Brinchang
boasts a spectacular view of the surrounding undulating hills of
the Highlands on a clear day. 15 different bird species have been
recorded along the 2.97km trail while the varied foliage reveals
wild begonia and orchids, cobra lilies, pitcher plants and is
flanked by bamboo towards the summit. travel tip: long trousers,
long/short sleeved top, sun hat, comfortable covered walking
shoes and mosquito repellent recommended.
Depart from reception at 9:30am | Daily | Duration is
approximately 3 hours | Difficulty: 3 – steep climbing with
challenging stages | Minimum 2 persons, maximum 6 persons | Not
suitable for children aged 12 years and below | Subject to
weather conditions | Advanced reservation required | RM150 nett
per person

TRAILS TO GUNUNG BEREMBUN
Gunung Berembun or Misty Mountain is an interesting and
challenging trek. With three trails leading up to this mountain,
Arcadia, MARDI and Robinson Falls, you have three existing points
to choose from to begin and end your trek. The Arcadia trail ends
at MARDI or Robinson Falls while the MARDI trail ends at
Robinson Falls. Lush plant life, birds and maybe a glimpse of the
shy gibbon, mountain goat or squirrels can be seen along the way.
All three trails are physically challenging and are recommended
only to very fit and adventurous individuals. travel tip: long
trousers, long/short sleeved top, sun hat, comfortable covered
walking shoes and mosquito repellent recommended.
Depart from reception at 9:30am | Daily | Duration is
approximately 4 hours | Difficulty: 3 – steep ascents and descents;
a challenging trail trekker | Minimum 2 persons, maximum 6
persons | Not suitable for children aged 12 years and below |
Subject to weather conditions | Advanced reservation required |
RM150 nett per person
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ROBINSON FALLS TRAIL
This trail will take you to the famous Robinson Falls crossing
through a conventional small farm before ending back at Tanah
Rata. Most of the trek covers uneven ground with a steep 150
metre stretch. However, our guide will be delighted to
personalise this trail according to your level of fitness. The path
is excellent for bird watchers and recorded species include the
laughing thrush, silver-eared mesia, oriental magpie robin, makahe
ha and kite. flora that can be seen along the trail include jewel
orchids, bird’s nest ferns and wild begonias. travel tip: long
trousers, long/short sleeved top, sun hat, comfortable covered
walking shoes and mosquito repellent recommended.
Depart from reception at 9:30am | Daily | Duration is
approximately 3 hours | Difficulty: 3 – steep ascents and descents;
a challenging trail for the adventurous trekker | Minimum 2
persons, maximum 6 persons | Not suitable for children aged 12
years and below | Subject to weather conditions | Advanced
reservation required | RM150 nett per adult | RM100 nett per
child

